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New Moon in Capricorn Thursday December 29 1:54 AM EST
Uranus direct Thursday December 29th 4:30 AM

Venus ingress Pisces Tuesday January 3rd 2:48 AM
Mercury ingress Sagittarius Wednesday January 4th 9:18 AM

Mercury direct Sunday January 8th 4:44 AM
Full Moon in Cancer Thursday January 12th 6:35 AM

Mercury ingress Capricorn Thursday January 12th 9:04 AM
Sun ingress Aquarius Thursday January 19th 12:40 AM

Next new Moon in Aquarius Friday January 27th 7:08 PM EST



Pathfinder Report is a new Moon Astrology report intended to assist in

advancing personal significance, equality, and sovereignty through self

observation and admission. The report assumes "you create your own reality"

an unequivocal fact, at times referred to as

“the perfection premise".

New Moon Alignments
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T
he new Moon in Capricorn is specifically accented by a conjunction with retrograde
Mercury. A review focused on social infrastructure will occur. A call to pay attention to
what social governors or social architects have been doing or have done is needed. Knit

picking and combing through historic ways, the ways that ended up designing our current social
infrastructure, will be greatly scrutinized. Lets envision harmony between all people increasing.
Ideally we will own what we have been living and doing as a world community. Mars was
conjunct the Moon's south node in Pisces on Christmas day, how auspicious is that? And today
Mars remains near this position indicating many are reacting to and continuing feelings of
compassion they may have been silently holding onto in the past. Many things are flowing out
and we are getting to see perhaps a less attractive side of our social denial. Yet this is also very
pleasant because it feels good to feel, yes? Some may cry tears of joy because they love others so
much. Again envision a great tsunami of compassion and love flooding us all, providing strength
to deal with the stuff which in the past seemed some else's problem.

Ideas and plans are implemented and tested. Being inspirational yet discerning can connect one
with opportunity. Typical boundaries are not enough as the changes to social infrastructure are
extensive. Also changing is the way social and business connections are valued. Newly forming
partnerships and relationships can be effective now however they must not rely solely on past
ways and methods of planning success. Some old ways will still work, like paying attention to
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what others do as opposed to what they say. What will be challenging is knowing when to avoid
becoming overly involved in the affairs of others. It of course is kind and good to be helpful yet
the individual is wise not to interfere with what others must deal with themselves. Let facts be
verified by actions and events which surround an issue as opposed to by the way one may be told
or schooled. Creativity is high for those who are focused and intent on moving their agenda
forward.

An ongoing investigation and discovery into what can either keep or return an individual to
perfect health carries on thought out this Capricorn Moon cycle. It is for the individual to
discover where they have been involved in or have been giving excessive energy to ideas, things,
projects, interests, which are really not their own or do not actually serve their bigger life plan. It
is these things which an individual is prompted to uncover and expose if they indeed have been
having health challenges. There will during this period (November 12th 2015 - May 9th 2017) be
for some a return to, or an evolving, or perhaps beginning interest in, alternative holistic
medicine. This type of wellness planning functions through the idea or awareness that everything
is connected. For example there is no illness or discomfort in the physical body which does not
include a correlating self acceptance issue of some sort. Some emotional experience will parallel
this self acceptance. The individual with a health challenge is gripping onto something too
tightly, this something being a belief about something concerning to them. Our body is intelligent
and intuitive to say the least, our body knows what it needs. Our body also follows our lead in
terms of who we are and what we are about, what we anticipate in terms of our desire and future
experience. Pessimism is very dangerous if dwelled upon in an excessive way. And to reiterate
"thought creates" is an assumed truth here in this report, just to be clear. Our body knows what is
true and what is not and our body is in a constant state of following our lead as if we are the CEO
commander and chief of our body. When we listen to lies or as an example watch mainstream
news which is a lie our body knows it is a lie yet if we act as if it is real news our body attempts
to make sense of things, to harmonize things, which cannot not be resolved in terms of harmony.
Any time we base our thinking on a lie wherever it comes from we set up an impossible situation
in our body. Our body looks for and seeks a harmony which does not exist. This is also a
correlating cause of illness. We have an opportunity throughout this window of time to resolve
fantasy assumed to be truth and return to or increase impeccable health. Ideally the individual
will give their body what it needs so that this ideal health can be acquired. Sometimes it means
turning things off, or to stop giving the body substances it can not harmonize, or ideas that are
lies. Medicine, or so called medicine, which interferes with the body's natural harmony can
disconnect the individual from their body, their Spirit from their Body, and bigger problems
begin. Of course there may be times when a individual could benefit from such substances,
pharmaceuticals, yet this would most likely be a temporary situation. Once the body is
discombobulated due to substance that trick the body into believing reality is a particular way
when it is not the individual can be invaded by non physical entities and astral fragments. By
feeling and envisioning the body being washed over by light we can cause these uninvited guest
to leave. This particular window of time offers an opportunity to right some incorrect concepts
which have yielded a discomforting and challenging situation for our body. Alternative health
and organic holistic approaches must also be astutely considered for the truth and integrity of
their quality and value. Those who have acquired the skill of asking their body's opinion have
been able to expedite their ideal health as well as take on super powers post 2012 fashion. When
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we know how to trust our body we know how to know.

Friends in healing can unite. A powerful affect can occur when partners or friends join up with
the intention of healing either themselves or others. There will be an excitement about working
together encased in an empathic emotional experience. In some way this partnership must
balance the way the public has become unpredictable because they want their freedom now and
they want their rights guaranteed. The need to accept the way many are acting unpredictable
these days may be necessary. Individuals experience an increase in motivation and personal
energy once they have found another who shares a like interest, yet they must be able to deal
with sudden events and changes. Active empathy is a main theme. Some mutually acceptable
plan between partners, perhaps a newly formed team, is brought forward. This can well be an old
plan that was not enacted before and now is redesigned. Opportunities can open up as forces or
situations which would in the past have blocked the initiative are too overwhelmed with their
own unexpected changes to implement a challenge to the newly inspired team.

SunSign

I experience an inspired and directed purposefulness …

Sagittarius:

Scorpio:

Cancer:

Gemini:

With this Moon cycle beginning in Capricorn the focus will be on creative impulses which
support one's intention to accomplish something in a public sense. The current report, including
the fourteen period cycle below, is scripted from the perspective of following one's creative
impulse and moving into actives or projects which facilitate a new way of being socially
relevant. Such inspirations bring forward an effortless yet dynamic action affecting our world as
we intend and seek those experiences which are directed toward some inspired vision. An
evolution of self awareness occurs as purpose moves from inspiration into social action. Those
born under the Sun sign Capricorn have a natural propensity to creative, public inspired, impulse.
They naturally and easily become builders through their sense of focus and purpose. Not to
exclude others as we all have Capricorn somewhere in our personal astrology charts, the
following is a simplified list intended to indicate where each Sun sign would experience
purposeful directed focus. There are many accents in each personal astrology chart where an
individual's energy will be characterized by an apparent alternate Sun sign, as in being their
Moon sign. In these cases there may be personal alignments which support a deviation of one's
will from their highest order. The intention here is to clarify the basic inclination toward social
and public commitment of each Sun sign and thus create added meaning to the content of the
report. These can also serve as healthy intentions.

by observing and accepting everything which comes to my immediate attention.

by maintaining clear direct communications as they pertain to my interest.

by accepting the value and direction of my partnerships.

by accepting the new social structures which my dynamic partnerships lead to.

Libra:

Virgo:

Leo:

by accepting the way I feel about myself relative to my social involvement.

by allowing myself to enjoy the ease of accomplishment which follows my focused
agenda.

by being discerning as to what is and what is not a personal responsibility.
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Fourteen Period Format
The Pathfinder Report follows the Moon through fourteen periods in 29 days beginning on

the new Moon. The Fourteen periods, or phases, follow the Moon's journey through the

entire Moon cycle. Each period will have a particular flavor or tone and is interpreted here

as a unique opportunity. The first period begins at the moment of new Moon and continues

until the Moon’s first ingress. The Moon will ingress into the next zodiac sign thirteen

times yielding fourteen unique periods. As each individual's journey and process is a

unique personal adventure this report is to be considered a generalization. In some cases

example scenarios are given to assist in providing clarity as to how specific astro

alignments may be experienced.

Birthdays

The Birthdays section is a list of birthdays which are being strongly affected by current
astrological alignments. If a birthday is not listed here it doesn't mean that a person is not
experiencing significant astrological influences which are dynamically paralleling life changes.
After all we are experiencing tremendous Earth changes now, nobody is excluded. The people
who do have these birth dates are being strongly influenced now and are likely experiencing life
altering dynamics. In some cases great opportunities are occurring and in others great challenges
are brought forward. Since all challenges can be re-framed as opportunities all those who have
these birthdays are experiencing great live changing opportunities. If a birthday is just a day or
so previous to the listed date then the person has recently experienced a major change. Due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the change is not necessarily complete, it may return. If a
birthday follows a date listed the person will soon experience a major change. Again due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the person may have already begun a major change which
seems to have backed off, and will most definitely return.

***

December 9th, thru 13th

January 6th & 7th

February 28th & March 1st

March 11th

April 10th & 11th

June 8th thru 12th

July 8th & 9th

September 1st & 2nd

September 13th & 14th

October 14th
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Taurus:

Aries:

Pisces:

Aquarius:

by trusting and accepting new ways of being involved with humanity and the planet.

through my dedication to the public through my career.

by seeing and feeling how the public facilitates interaction through defined social
structures.

by accepting the congruency of my world and the quality of how all things are
aligned to Creator's presence within all things.
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To get a more complete or expanded feeling of this Moon cycle consider reading through the
fourteen descriptions which follow. Many themes are included here and although relevant to the
particular Moon phase and period are also relevant to the entire Moon cycle.

01 Thursday December 29th 1:54 AM EST - new Moon in Capricorn

02 Friday December 30th - Moon enters Aquarius 8:30 PM

03 Monday January 2nd - Moon enters Pisces 4:58 AM

Mercury will be retrograde at the new Moon and will remain so until ten days in. A collection of
ideas and agendas may be in the process of being sorted out as a real sense and desire to move
forward with an effective plan becomes increasingly important to the individual. Some may ride
on changes to what was a long sustained social system. These systems however are now either
losing effectiveness or have become defunct. Others may be introducing completely new ideas
and concepts which will affect many others if successful. Either way some big idea is
percolating. This Moon cycle will, in some way, see the turning of authority in terms of who or
what is inspiring and influencing the public. How obvious this will be depends on where one is
looking or where the immediate interest lie. The feelings of others can play into decisions and
agendas currently under construction. Empathy and concern for others will motivate many, their
actions revealing the truths, sometimes hidden, as to what has been going on behind past and
current social infrastructure. Many notions and ideas either inherited or assumed, considered true
up to this point in the lives of many, are turning out to be folly or fake, not so absolute! This is
very concerning to many as their assumed personal social identity would be no longer relevant if
these things collapse. Many do not know who they are without their assumed social identity and
so they will grip and hang onto it. It is those who's identity was never attached to external
validation who are able to free their mind from ideas which are effectively delusional. These
people will be the one's who are able to see the new angles, the opportunities, and begin building
new roads of opportunity for many simple by knowing what they want and being excited about
it. When Mercury goes direct on the 8th of January and then returns to Capricorn on the 12th of
January these ideas will being to make their way into effective process.

A new freedom may exist yet some action is required. The changes which individuals make will
require social connection and social interactions. The feeling of acceptance in terms of
community involvement is comfortable as indicated by Venus transit through Aquarius. There
may be an idea or inspiration which is connected to how one functions within a society or their
community, an idea connected with one's security their home their needs in terms of comfortable
living. Conflicts and oppositions can suddenly rise up as the need for immediate action interferes
with another's expansion in relationship optimism. This has been in place since the new Moon on
Thursday yet the potential for emotional triggering regarding social situations increases as the
Moon transits Aquarius. One's rationalizing may be drifting back into some unresolved issues,
possibility involving authority while their expression becomes increasingly compassionate. The
way people feel becomes increasingly more obvious as many express this while carrying on and
going after what they want. Some hidden or private methods of pursing an agenda are fleshed out
as the need to integrate the feeling and emotional responses of others becomes increasingly
necessary. The idea that some people are more important than others can be troublesome to some
and this may be the main emotional trigger occurring.

Uranus direct Thursday December 29th 4:30 AM

Venus ingress Pisces Tuesday January 3rd 2:48 AM
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Beliefs assummed to be absolute are blowing away like fall leaves and this can be triggering big
time feelings with many. Powerful changes are occurring, directly to society and community,
both globally and locally. These changes are trickling down to the individual and affecting their
version of "real". The beliefs that are most challenging are those the individual was oblivious to
yet they most certainly hold. This dynamic, the smashing and dismantling of beliefs, is not done
yet, there remains lots to go. As this occurs the truth about certain notable people, famous people
or those who are well known by many, is being shown, or perhaps exposed. And they don't want
this so they will desperately fight back for what they recently enjoyed. This fighting back will
only cause their situation to worsen. The naive and innocent who believed in these who's who
important people are suffering as well if their chosen or assumed identity is liked to the fake or
manufactured fame of others. Ideally the individual will place the crown of love on their own
head as a first and accept all which is occurring as a necessary translation of human potential as
it begins to realign with a preceding or original purpose.

Those who see themselves as social builders or even social leaders and authorities, at their core
they act as if they are brave warriors. How real and authentic is their courage? The Moon
transiting Aries will flesh out the authenticity of their courage. Some may feel panic, that they
need to take some action, they must take some action, if they are indeed to live up to their grand
opinion of themselves. This is not intended to be negative, in fact the true courageous social
leader will be quite sensitive and vulnerable as they deal directly with the public. Where it gets
messy is when people who feel they have the stuff to reform and realign society and community
attempt to take short cuts. Ideally truly influential people will evolve their own personal interests
and as a by-product of their integrity they will influence and inspire entire communities. In
actuality all influenced will from their perspective be making their own decision, exercising their
own free will. The current warrior expression is one of compassion. There will likely be those
who are brave enough to state their feelings and compassion for others. The pain of others
motivates the warrior self to identify the need for corrections in how society functions ultimately
exercising an all inclusive harmony.

As things heat up in "the whole worlds going crazy" department a feeling that we all need to
calm down and keep it simple may be just the thing. Simplicity or the need for it, if it exists, will
be the calling right now and perhaps is the real solution some are in need of. There has recently
been a rise in tuning into how others feel. Absorbing and reacting on behalf of the feelings of
others may be occurring. Mercury's current retrograde cycle will end during this Moon in Taurus
transit bringing to an end, at least for some, mental distraction. The need for simplicity may
include simplicity busting. Remaining stubbornly basic on an issue may have run it's course and
the individual is now challenged to let go of their mini mental scripts which have been for some
time their goto thoughts and responses. There is great power in repeating mini scripts yet the
need to do some restocking of one's mental scripts occurs every now and then. Perhaps this is
that time. Cashed thoughts and replies to typical issues and questions can perhaps use an
overhaul. There has been an ongoing challenge in relationships since the new Moon December
29th and this can be very much affecting some now. If an individual finds a relationship dynamic
is triggering their internal dialogue, a dialogue which is way to familiar, they can simplify their

Mercury ingress Sagittarius Wednesday January 4th 9:18 AM

Mercury direct Sunday January 8th 4:44 AM

04 Wednesday January 4th - Moon enters Aries 11:21 AM

05 Friday January 6th - Moon enters Taurus 3:19 PM
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experience by refreshing their canned response, both inwardly out outwardly. Ideally during this
Moon transit the individual will find joy and pleasure in simplicity as the shared world continues
to move through big time changes.

Now that Mercury goes direct and then begins moving forward again many will be able to get
down to good clear communications. This last weekends simplicity becomes this weeks mega
planning. Ideas and needs are rationalized and prioritized. Being in charge of one's own planning
will be important to some. The need to speak clearly, or text clearly whatever the case may be, is
important now. A rule or boundary important by one person may be questioned by another. A
boss may be told of an alternative method. Who is in charge of a shared project may be fleshed
out because something is said by someone who is typically quite. Meanwhile the tackling of
huge big time issues occupies the time of certain authorities bosses or covert rulers who have
been in charge of a system which affects many and is now changing, perhaps crumbling. Ideally
the creative ideas of specific individuals will be likened to one riding in on a white horse. There
is opportunity for one's long held integrity to come alive and have a dream, at one time
considered too far out, now realized. As certain power structures continue to fall new ideas will
be the seed of future social infrastructure. Where each individual stands relative to this future is
playing out now through their integrity. Currently we are needing to be sharp and astute with our
rationalizing and our communicating.

This can be a most sensitive time for many as the full Moon occurs in Cancer during this lunar
ingress. Understanding the value of vulnerability and sensitivity is the key to masting one's life
and evolving beyond ignorance of irresponsibility. The knowing that thought creates is
absolutely necessary before an individual can comprehend this value. There are huge social
changes occurring globally yet not everyone is aware of the same thing at the same time. Many
people are waking up all over the place yet not exactly at the same time. It is this difference as to
when realization occurs between one person to the next that can cause confusion. It must be
realized that the changes some have become aware of are Earth shattering, life changing, things
that they never believed or saw coming has either happened, or is happening, or is about to
happen. How are we to cope? A sextile between Jupiter in Libra and Saturn in Sagittarius
indicates cooperation between big wigs or people who may be in charge of large groups of
others. Of course some may be their own boss and so this applies to them as well. Indicated is a
rise in relationships or partnerships with the careful eye on what that relationship can and cannot
do. If sensitivity is for example rising right now and some are being emotionally triggered they
can consider this a need to look at their beliefs and the events which are the result of their belief
process. Why not decode one's emotional reactions, discover the conflicting beliefs and
correlating authorities behind these beliefs, and set forth a vision of expanding discretely and
discerningly partnerships with shared agendas and harmonized plans? Perhaps a superficiality is
being busted as an evolved sense of trust is discovered.

06 Sunday January 8th - Moon enters Gemini 5:07 PM

07 Tuesday January 10th - Moon enters Cancer 5:50 PM
Full Moon Cancer Thursday January 12th 6:35 AM
Mercury ingress Capricorn Thursday January 12th 9:04 AM

08 Thursday January 12th - Moon enters Leo 7:09 PM
The manner in which structure, purpose, and public value, address or support self admiration can
become evident during this Moon in Leo transit. An individual's sense of value and resilience can
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sore once they have aligned their agenda with a public forum and are able to pursue their passion
in a successful way. Those who accepted change and have been able to go beyond the static of
proven protocols are likely more apt to feel great with this Moon energy. Those who's idea of
themself is not being echoed back to them the way they expected can be in difficulty if they are
unable to see beyond the old established methods which have worked in the past. There is a
steadiness within an individual who has evolved a sense of self acceptance. On the other hand an
individual's confidence when controlled by outside forces, as in how one is accepted or rejected,
that steadiness is thin. The thickness of identity requires time, acceptance, integrity, and
experience to develop and become resilient to external forces, resilient to what others think.
What they think is important indeed however it is only important in how it causes an individual
to make a tweak, adjustment, or correction here and there and not throw everything away or
become fearful or angry because there has been rejection. We are in the mist of an extended
transit which began in 2011, where in many cases "who's who" gurus are missing the real action
and good times, public success may be vacating their lives. The need to be branded by apparent
public success and external validation is failing and if this is not clearly understood by the
individual the Leo Moon will perhaps be of assistance. Self admiration is valuable and will
develop and evolve quite nicely once an individual's purpose finds harmony and value with the
public simple by being the by-product of one's personal commitment.

The need to clear out delusion and unrealistic assumptions has been prompting many lately, since
November 2015. The big heads up in this area is personal health. Our body will remind us what
is our most important priority if such reminding is needed. The challenge for some is to stop or
recede their interest in the ideas and beliefs of others when it becomes apparent these beliefs are
not in harmony with their life plan. Difficulty can develop if the individual has been creating a
history of distracting themselves with the dynamics of others. There will always be correlation
with the dynamics of others, certainly. These correlations along with one's sensitivity can lead
the individual to inward discoveries which free them from their historic trappings. And yet the
need to be clear that our own inspiration, what gets us excited as an individual, is more important
to us and our health than we perhaps have ever been able to realize. Imagination and inspiration
supported by impeccable integrity can develop into a wonderful and magical life. In the
meantime the things we grip onto which were really not our specific interest, these thing must be
exposed and reconsidered and perhaps allowed to be terminated in terms of the degree of our
involvement. If we experience health issues, even if it is labeled accident, we are being prompted
to get back to being our self, to let go of limiting or false interests and instead embrace our own
path. It's as if we have no choice we must have our cake and eat it too!

An increase, or perhaps decrease, in relationships and partnerships is occurring for many since
last summer. This will carry on through to next summer. There is a growing optimism as to the
potential and viability of new relationships. For some it may be expecting a relationship to be
grand and shinny yet if it fails to be so extraordinary the need to terminate can occur quickly as
well. This is related to the fuel that optimism can inject into these well expected relating
experiences. A way to comprehend this dynamic for the individual is to pay attention to the
amount of personal energy, the get up and go energy, that changes as the individual relates to a
specific person. An individual may assume or entertain themselves with a relationship idea and

09 Saturday January 14th - Moon enters Virgo 10:53 PM

10 Tuesday January 17th - Moon enters Libra 6:17 AM
Sun ingress Aquarius Thursday January 19th 12:40 AM
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instantly feel an increase in energy, and then project this scenario on another. Yet the realism
verses blind assumption will ultimately come out. It is during this transit, Moon in Libra, that the
real situation and feeling about a relationship, or potential relationship, can be fleshed out. In the
last few years there are lots of individuals who one may know socially, or hear about, who are
getting really charged up and bold, motivated by what they feel are their natural social rights.
These individuals can act suddenly and unexpectedly, even in their own terms they surprise
themselves. It is this social dynamic which is stirring up and creating an interesting dynamic as
their sudden actions affect the more personal partnership explorations of others. For example
some recently developed partnership may be challenged or terminated when a local social hot
head destroys the premise on which the partnership was based. The harmonizing factor here is
the exposure many are currently having to the feelings and challenges of others. Once the
individual is able to accept the pain that others are experiencing, locally and globally, by
allowing these people the space they need to play out their own karma, they will avoid social
dynamics and partnership naivety. In many cases new partnerships which can have a sustained
and harmonious future are being created right now.

An ambitious individual's ability to be a special social builder is tested as they are challenged to
deal with others who control a particular social dynamic. Ideally they avoid falling into a trap of
being overly concerned about the motivates and secrecy of others. Impassioned partnerships are
flowering right now, there are lots of new social situations and friendships developing and
playing out, as well as more business arrangements being checked out. Ideally the individual will
allow their deeper feelings, which can rise up as the Moon transits Scorpio, to be medicine and
insight into their past experiences where they may have limited themselves. The ability to see
beyond the buried feelings as they come up may require an admitting and accepting of something
which is really big to them as an individual. If too much is occurring all at once there is a danger
of projecting this onto a new partnership opportunity. As for those who are central in the lives of
others in an important way, as a boss or company owner, or a senior family member or the boss
of the house, it behooves them to avoid projecting their past issues on new current experiences
and instead own their own stuff. If they or anyone can do this then good wonderful things can
occur. Not doing so, an inability to own up to one's own limitation and past missteps, can cause
current opportunities to quickly fizzle out. The road will gift the individual with extraordinary
ability to direct and multi-task major elements of their agenda while they are accepting the major
changes in the social and public territory to which they apply themselves. Ultimately this transit
will free up an individual's sensual self and give them access to great intuition and deep feelings
about who they are as a discerning individual who sees and appreciates their partnerships.

An individual in charge of delegating work and assigning tasks may be under close examination
as the Moon transits Sagittarius. A display of optimism verses regulation plays out among those
who are in positions of controlling or influencing the actions of others. It is an opportunity to
make harmony and cooperation between these different approaches. The ability to test out never
before attempted plans, as an example, is supported by a realistic and prudent respect for the
nature of who and what is being dealt with. An idea is considered in a detailed way as opposed to
being talked about and wished for. Some will be motivated by reputation and others by money or
financial interest or a combination of both. The realization that things are not going to go back to
the old norms gives reason to those who stand to lose much if they do not do something. In some

11 Thursday January 19th - Moon enters Scorpio 5:10 PM

12 Sunday January 22nd - Moon enters Sagittarius 5:46 AM
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cases there may be softening of the typical rigid criteria used to control subjects or employees.
This can be a challenging time for the higher ups yet this period represents an opportunity to
introduce a new method or to begin accepting others and thus saving one's position and
reputation. New business relations may be involved or are being created. The need for a new deal
to make a difference sooner than later can also be felt. Ideally the individual will be happy to
cooperate where that cooperation is an expression of mutually knowing where the boundaries
and limitations are.

The Moon returns to Capricorn and we near the end of this Capricorn Moon cycle which began
December 29. Most relevant to many individuals during this Moon cycle is the stark realization
that certain long time systems which have governed or modeled society and culture are either no
longer functional or are gone. How this reshaping of the public social order affects the individual
is real and must be considered and dealt with. Who is in charge? There is a constant changing of
who is in charge, those once clearly in charge are losing their authority or have lost it. There are
exceptions and there will be those who have accepted change and demonstrated the utmost
integrity in their word and commitment. Hopefully this quality individual is not too rare. Many
many are carrying on business as usual and since they are now being exposed in a way they are
unfamiliar with their methods are being called out like never before. For those focused on being
successful from the place where they stand right now it is a good plan to be very selective as to
what you take action on. Consider multi partnerships yet be discerning when making the final
selection. Those who are honest who demonstrate integrity who follow their authentic inspiration
will be forming the future for many others even if their immediate concern is the comfort and
safety of them self and that of their family. When these type of people mirror and reflect each
other's integrity a harmonic of cooperation and goodwill grows. There is a great purging
occurring which is changing power structures of governments and affecting their people. The
quality of harmony and comfort or difficulty and challenge each and every one is experiencing is
directly related to the integrity aligned too. It is during this current Capricorn Moon cycle that
this integrity is coming alive and bringing each individual their specific vision of who and what
they are about.

The new Moon in Aquarius will bring about a feeling and yearning for the freedom which is at
the core of each individual. A feeling that we are born with natural rights, born free, can begin to
dominate and influence the individual. Ideas which are typically strange are not so farout as each
individual has the right to see things as they wish. Ideas considered off or unrealistic are worth
pondering as we have the right to ponder. Saturn continues to transit Sagittarius so their will be a
tight boundary on how career and professional people make decisions as their reputation is
valuable to them. Mars will ingress Aries shortly and with Aquarius ruling planet continuing to
transit Aries a rise in actions by the individual replaces their frustrations. Some may take action
first and ask questions later. As Uranus has been transiting Aries since 2011 we have been seeing
this on a regular bases, people simply going after what they want aggressively. This aggressive
action has been qualified because people feel they have a natural right to have or do certain
things and when they become suspicious of authority systems conflict can erupt. The missing
element here is "thought creates" and as such the individual must ralise that they have been given
the natural right to imprison themselves if such is the case. This means that denial is on display
when violence is chosen. We can take actions of peace and ownership by admitting that we have

13 Tuesday January 24th - Moon enters Capricorn 5:44 PM

14 Thursday January 27th - Moon enters Aquarius 3:38 AM
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created our circumstance and to know we have never been victims. We can also take action
where we radiate peaceful and harmonious outcomes to those who know no better that to
desperately blame. Our connection from one person to the next to the Earth and to Spirit is very
real and we are assisted yet if we are gods in the making we must be allowed to play out our
ideas. And thus we do have our natural given rights.

Next new Moon in Thursday January 27th 7:08 PM EST

Soulstar Astrology Appointments:

Soulstar Astrology Appointments

Soulstar Astrology readings are based on the belief that thought creates. Our experiences and
most especially our difficulties can be framed as opportunities to evolve toward one’s higher
plan. As humanity has, in the last several years and continuing now, been through identity
discernment a questioning as to where one is headed and who the self is that is headed there may
occur. The understanding of a particular identity will correlate with particular astrological
alignments and planetary placements. Personal astrology charts show us how things are
connected from a vast perspective. Knowing these connections and perspectives opens the door
for more choices. Astrology works well with dates and so consider keeping a record or make a
note of specific dates in which some major dynamic have occurred.

***

(905) 665-9000

For more info r Astrology consultations goto:rmation about Soulsta

Http://www.williamoulton.com/Soulstar/readings/freadings/freadings.php
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01 My excellent health and wellness correlates with favorable career success.

02 I am effective at sorting the ideas of a plan.

03 I feel the responsibility my success brings me.

04 Integrity is the natural character of my inspiration.

05 I am prudent yet optimistic as to who I make deals with.

06 I am able to change my plans yet remain focused on what the end goal is.

07 I enjoy having a purpose in my life.

08 I am appreciated for the work I do for others.

09 Even though I am serious about being responsible I offer much sensitivity to those who I
call partner.

10 The magic I feel is real is the extension of who I am as an organic Earth creature.

11 My self knowing is based on my inner process.

12 External events I am involved with are examples of my inner process.

13 I feel the thrill and importance of having a high purpose.

14 I am supported by the Earth and by Spirit.

15 The quality of my freedom is related to my astute ability to take responsibility for what I
create and draw to myself.

16 I value boundaries yet my imagination has no boundary.

17 I enjoy teaming up with others and working together.

18 I accept others have ideas which are seemingly far out, perhaps they are onto something.

19 I acknowledge those who demonstrate integrity.

20 I allow the space they need to sort out things in their own terms.

21 The future is a grand opportunity, life is quite exciting.


